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1. [Rule 2.2(b)(2)] The timekeeper informs you that a penalized player is not listed on the gamesheet.
What criteria should the referee use to determine whether or not this player might participate in the
game?
2. [Rule 2.2 Situation 2 and Rule 4.1 Situation 2] A player is assessed an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty
for an incident that occurs in the pre-game warm-up. The offending player’s coach informs you that he
has sent the player to the dressing room and has decided to sit that player out for this game, and asks to
have that player removed from the team roster for this game. SRD. Remember to consider what reports
are required.
3. [Rule 2.2 Situation 4] The Coach has recorded a player’s number incorrectly on the official game report.
In the third period the Official Scorer notifies you that #66 is not on the official game report, but you know
that he was on the ice prior to the start of the game. SRD.
4. [Rule 2.6(g) Note 2 and Situation 5] List three situations in which an injured player is compelled to
leave the ice during a stoppage of play.
5. [Rule 3.1 Situation 3] Can a referee give a goaltender permission to go to the players’ bench to adjust
his equipment or to receive attention from the trainer? SRD.
6. [Rule 3.1 Situation 1] A goaltender asks permission from the Referee to go to the players’ bench to
adjust his equipment or to receive attention from the trainer. SRD.
7. [Rule 3.1 Situations 4 & 7] The Referee notices that the goaltender is at the players’ bench during a
stoppage of play where no penalty was assessed. SRD.
8. [Rule 3.5 Situation 1] A team requests a measurement of the width of the opposing goaltender’s pads.
SRD.
9. [Rule 3.5 Situation 2] The width of a goaltender’s pads has been measured and found to be too wide.
SRD for the first and second offence by the same goaltender.
10. [Rule 4.1 Situation 3] The game is over. A linesman that was sent off the ice with the teams to “keep an
eye on things” reports that a visiting team player deliberately attempted to injure an opponent. SRD if the
incident occurred before the teams entered their dressing rooms. SRD if the incident occurred after the
teams entered their dressing rooms.
11. [Rule 4.1 Situation 4] An incident occurs off the ice surface between periods that is not witnessed by
any On-Ice Official or appointed Stand-By Official. A League Official reports the incident to the Referee.
SRD.
12. [Rule 4.9 Situation 2] List the conditions that must be met in order to assess a Penalty Shot when the
puck carrier is fouled from behind.
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13. [Rule 4.9 Situation 7] During a Penalty Shot the goaltender actually contacts the puck with a pokecheck. However, the check is only partially successful and the puck continues towards the net.
Subsequently, and before the puck stops or crosses the goal line, the attacking player redirects the puck
into the net. SRD. Explain your answer.
14. [Rule 10.1 Situation 1(c)] You are a linesman. You notice that a goal net is displaced from its normal
position and the Referee has not observed this situation. Describe the only situation whereby you should
allow play to continue?
15. [Rule 5.3 Situation 6] Before the Linesman is able to report a penalty (Bench Minor, Double Minor,
Major, Misconduct, Game Misconduct, Gross Misconduct, or Match) to the Referee, the offending team
scores. SRD.
16. [Rule 7.3(d)] Someone on the players’ bench throws an object onto the ice. SRD.
17. [Rule 7.3 Situation 2] A player shoots a portion of a broken stick at the puck while it is in his defending
zone. SRD.
18. [Rule 9.8 Situation 7] Two separate stick-throwing incidents have resulted in the awarding of a Penalty
Shot and a Minor penalty in favour of one team. A goal is scored during the Penalty Shot. SRD.
19. [Rule 10.6(a) & Rule 6.1 Situation 3] While the play is in progress, a player on the ice is held or
interfered with by a spectator. SRD. Include the face-off location and what should happen to the
spectator at the next stoppage of play in your answer.
20. [Rule 10.8 Situation 14] An attacking player that is straddling his attacking blue line receives a pass
with his stick in the neutral zone. While in control of the puck, this player brings the skate that was in the
neutral zone over the blue line into the attacking zone. Finally, as he moves towards the opponent’s net,
the player pulls the puck over the blue line into the attacking zone. SRD.
21. [Rule 10.8 Situation 21] During a line change, a player that is about to exit his player’s bench onto the
ice via a gate that is located inside his attacking zone hesitates to allow the puck to cross from the
neutral zone into his attacking zone before actually stepping onto the ice. SRD.
22. [Rule 10.8 Situation 22] The linesman signals delayed off-side. Before all attacking players can clear
the attacking zone, a clearing attempt by the defending team deflects off their goaltender into their net.
SRD.
23. [Rule 10.8 Situation 23] What two actions by an attacking team player result in an “intentional” off-side
call?
24. [Rule 10.14(a)] In the last 2 minutes of regular playing time a team withdraws all its players to their
bench and refuses to start play as a form of protest. The Referee subsequently issues the offending
team an order to commence play. Before the 2-minute allowance expires the offending team sends out 5
players and a goaltender, and is prepared to resume play. SRD.
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